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N O T E SSTAAR Policies and Procedures

STAAR Time Limits

Administration times for STAAR English I, English II, and English III, as well as STAAR A 
English I and English II, are limited to five hours. Administration times for all other  
assessments for STAAR, STAAR Spanish, STAAR L, and STAAR A are limited to four 
hours. Students must complete the test within the same school day. Campuses should 
use a clock or a timer to monitor test time. STAAR time limits policies and procedures are 
described below.

Start and Stop Times
Distribution of materials and the reading of the boldface, scripted test administrator 
“SAY” directions are not included in the time limit. The time period will start after the test 
administrator has read directions and tells students to begin working on their tests.

■ Start time for the test session must be recorded on the seating chart.

■ Students must record all responses before the end of the time period. They will 
not be given additional time to record their responses.

■ Once the time period has ended, test administrators will instruct any students still 
testing to put their pencils down and close their test booklets or to exit their 
online tests.

■ Stop time for the test session must be recorded on the seating chart.

■ After students submit their tests online, or after their paper tests are collected, 
campuses are required to ensure that students are released from the testing area.

Announcement of Time Left to Test
Communicate (orally or in writing) the amount of time left to test in one-hour intervals and, 
if desired, in shorter intervals during the last hour. Students who do not complete their 
tests within the time limit must submit what they have completed.

Late-Arriving Students
Districts will need to determine if a late-arriving student will have time to test during that 
school day or if the student needs to test on another day within the testing week.

■ Each student must be allowed the designated time available in which to take 
the test. Students who begin testing after others have started will have a later 
stop time.

■ Late-arriving students must be kept aware of the time they have left to test.
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N O T E S Breaks
Students are allowed to take breaks during the administration of STAAR assessments. 
Some breaks are included in the time limit; others require the test administrator to stop 
the testing time for the group or for an individual student. Breaks are classified in two 
ways:

■ Breaks included in the time limit (not allowed to stop the time clock)

z water breaks

z bathroom breaks

z snack breaks

z short physical or mental breaks

■ Breaks NOT included in the time limit (required to stop and restart the time clock) 

z lunch
z emergency situations that significantly interrupt testing
z consolidation and movement of students to another testing area

z medical breaks

Test administrators should document stop and restart times when breaks are given.

Lunch
Students may stop testing to take a supervised lunch.

■ The testing time must be stopped for a lunch break and will restart when students 
resume taking the test.

■ Stop and restart times must be recorded on the seating chart.

■ Students must place their answer documents inside their test booklets so that all 
secure materials can be collected and placed in locked storage. If students are 
testing online, they must exit the test.

■ Students must be monitored by trained testing personnel and are not allowed to 
discuss any test content during lunch.

Multiple Test Sessions
Campuses may offer multiple test sessions per day as long as the specified available 
time is maintained for each session. Sessions can start before the regularly scheduled 
school day or if started late in the day, may extend beyond the regularly scheduled 
school day.




